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Abstract

Slowly, but surely, we are seeing growing interest in
Storage Class Memory (SCM) technology. SCM has
both random byte-unit accessible and non-volatile. In
this paper, we propose a new software architecture that
considers SCM as both main memory and secondary
storage simultaneously. The proposed software architec-
ture has two core modules, namely, the SCM driver and
the SCM manager. The SCM driver takes care of SCM
directly and exports low level interfaces required for up-
per layer software modules including traditional file sys-
tems, buddy systems and our SCM manager. The SCM
manager treats file objects and memory objects as a sin-
gle object and deals with them in a unified way so that
they can be interchanged without copy overheads. Ex-
perimental results using a real system that deploys SCM
reveal that the SCM manager makes effective use of both
characteristics of SCM and performs an order of mag-
nitude better than the traditional file system and buddy
system.

1 Introduction
Storage Class Memory (SCM), which has characteristics
of both random accessibility and non-volatility, is in the
horizon [15, 25]. Interest in the use of SCM is slowly
but surely starting to grow with the prospect of using
SCM not only as storage media but as main memory as
well being seriously considered [18, 22, 24, 28]. As the
boundary between main memory and secondary storage
starts to blur, how the system software layer should adapt
to this change is becoming an open problem.

In this regard, in this paper, we pose and answer the
following two questions:“What support is needed for
SCM to be simultaneously main memory and secondary
storage?s”and“What can be gained by doing so?”In
addressing these questions, we propose a new software
architecture for SCM. Two core modules that we pro-

pose in the architecture are the SCM driver and the SCM
manager.

The SCM driver is an abstraction layer that supports
interfaces required by the upper modules. The SCM
manager is a module that supports both file objects and
memory objects considering them as a single object.
As the boundary between memory and storage is now
blurry, the two objects need not be considered separately,
but rather treated as a single object. Managing file and
memory objects as a single object provides opportunities
to make the SCM manager simple and efficient.

We have implemented and ported the SCM driver and
manager in the Linux kernel version 2.6.24 on a real
computer system that deploys 64MB FeRAM, which is
a type of SCM. The SCM driver and manager are im-
plemented as a loadable kernel module. Performance
evaluation results with various micro and macro bench-
marks show that the new software architecture brings
about performance benefits compared to both the tradi-
tional file system and memory manager. Also, by intro-
ducing two new interfaces that exploit the notion of a
single object, we show through experiments that further
performance benefits may be attainable.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In the next section we review the recent developments
of SCM technology, in general, and discuss previous re-
search related to this study. In Section 3, we describe the
overall structure of the software architecture for SCM.
Then, the implementation details are presented in Sec-
tion 4. In Section 5, we present and analyze the experi-
mental results, and finally, conclude with a summary and
directions for future work in Section 6.

2 SCM Review and Related Works

Traditionally, memory in computer systems is classi-
fied into two categories: main (primary) memory and
secondary (memory) storage. However, the advent of



Storage Class Memory (SCM) such as Ferroelectric
RAM (FeRAM), Magnetoresistive RAM (MRAM), and
Phase-change RAM (PRAM) is changing this outlook.
SCM has characteristics of both random accessibility
and non-volatility [15, 25]. Such SCMs are being ac-
tively developed, and some of them have already been
shipped into the market with a variety of embedded sys-
tems [3, 4, 6, 10]. For example, Ramtron International
Corporation has presented several FeRAM equipped
systems including RAID controllers, smart I/O modules,
and single board computers [6]. Freescale Semiconduc-
tor Inc. has developed MRAM enabled processors and
controller chips that are aimed for automotives and sen-
sor nodes [3]. Major semiconductor companies such
as Samsung, Fujitsu, IBM, and Texas Instruments also
have announced their plans to develop various types of
SCMs [4, 10].

As semiconductor technology progresses, SCMs are
expected to be widely available by 2012, and by 2020,
even possibly replace disks as storage [18]. Currently,
the SCM market is growing such that 4-512 Megabit
MRAM, FeRAM and PRAM chips are being developed
and employed in various computing appliances [3, 5, 6,
7].

Considerable research to exploit the non-volatility and
random access characteristics of SCM have already been
conducted. Previous studies have demonstrated the po-
tentials of utilizing SCM for enhancing performance and
reliability of systems [13, 14]. Others have considered
using SCM as an extension of storage for the file sys-
tem [12, 17, 23, 26]. There have also been studies that
have considered making use of non-volatile main mem-
ory, mainly for buffer caching, though at the time of
these studies, battery-backed memory was considered
instead of SCM [11, 16, 19, 27].

3 Software Architecture for SCM
In this section, we first present the software architecture
for SCM. Then, we elaborate on the functionalities of
the SCM driver and manager, the two core modules in
the architecture.

The layered structure approach is a useful approach
in constructing complex software and, especially so, in
supporting interoperability of existing software modules
with new ones that are introduced. Hence, we adopt a
layered structure for designing the software architecture
for SCM as depicted in Figure 1.

The proposed software architecture consists of four
layers: the system call layer, the VFS (Virtual File Sys-
tem) layer, the SCM user modules layer, and the SCM
driver layer. The SCM driver handles SCM chips di-
rectly and exports interfaces required by the SCM user
modules. On top of the SCM driver, three different types
of SCM user modules exist. One is the traditional file

Figure 1: Software architecture for SCM

systems such as FAT and Ext2, another is the traditional
memory managers such as the buddy system and slab al-
locator, and the third is our SCM manager. These SCM
user modules export file and memory object interfaces
through the VFS and system call layers.

3.1 SCM driver
The SCM driver is similar to a device driver in that
it controls the SCM chips and does housekeeping jobs
such as initialization and address mapping. It also di-
vides SCM space into several SCM user modules ac-
cording to user requests.

Traditionally, the file system manipulates file objects
such as files and directories, while the memory manager
manipulates memory objects such as buffers, heaps, and
data structures for kernel objects including tasks, mes-
sages, and locks. By integrating the SCM driver with
the traditional file systems, we can hold file objects in
SCM. This allows for better file access times since the
read/write times of SCM is faster than those of disks
and even Flash memory. We can also expect more reli-
able memory managers by running the traditional mem-
ory managers on non-volatile SCM and not on volatile
SDRAM.

3.2 SCM manager
By virtue of the SCM driver, file objects and memory
objects are maintained in the same SCM. This coexis-
tence lays the ground for a new opportunity to treat them
as a single object, which was infeasible in conventional
systems as file and memory objects are maintained in
different media.Our SCM manager takes full advantage
of this opportunity.

The SCM manager exports not only file interfaces
such asopen()and read(), but also memory interfaces
such asmalloc() and free(). In other words, it acts as
both a file system and a memory manager at the same
time. In actuality, the manager treats file objects and
memory objects as a single object in a unified manner.



Figure 2: Example of SCM usage

The only difference between a file object and a memory
object is that the former has naming information such as
a file name and attributes while the latter does not.

This unified management makes it possible to support
new interfaces such asmm to file() and file to mm().
The former converts a memory object into a file object
simply by adding naming information without any actual
data copy, while the latter conducts the reverse conver-
sion. These new interfaces can be utilized effectively for
various areas including user-level applications and oper-
ating system internals.

4 Implementation Details

We have implemented the SCM driver and manager as a
dynamically loadable kernel module in the Linux ker-
nel.In this section, we explain the issues encountered
during the implementation and how we went about re-
solving these issues.

4.1 SCM driver

Figure 2 shows an example of SCM usage, manipulated
by the SCM driver. Here, SCM is divided into four areas.
The first one is the boot area that holds the kernel image
and root file system for boosting boot-up time. The other
three areas are MM space, FS space, and SCM manager
space that are used by the buddy, FAT, and SCM man-
ager, respectively, as depicted in Figure 1. For this usage
scenario, our SCM driver provides support for both SCM
access interfaces and SCM configuration capabilities.

Our prior discussions indicated that the SCM driver
acts as both a character driver and a block driver.
To accommodate this dual role, the driver registers
character driver interfaces using thefile operations
structure and block driver interfaces using the
block deviceoperations structure and provides other
structures such asgendiskand requestqueuerequired
by the Linux kernel.

Figure 3: SCM manager internals and object migration

Table 1: Syntax ofmm to file andfile to mminterface
int fd = mm to file(void * memorypointer, char * filename, int flags);
void * ptr = file to mm(int file descriptor, int flag);

4.2 SCM manager
Figure 3 shows the internals of the SCM manager. The
SCM manager consists of three sub-managers called the
allocation manager, metadata manager, and conversion
manager. Like the traditional memory managers, the al-
location manager is allotted a chunk of SCM from the
SCM driver. It exports memory object interfaces such
asmalloc() and free(). In our current implementation,
we adopt the buddy algorithm where the smallest and
largest memory allocation unit is configured as 32B and
128KB, respectively.

The metadata manager deals with file metadata such
as the file name, file attributes and indexing information,
and exports conventional file interfaces such asopen()
andwrite(). It employs two classes of memory objects;
one isfiledataobjectand the other ismetadataobject.
When a new file is created, the manager allocates several
filedataobjects for file data and onemetadataobject
for the metadata from the allocation manager. The size
of filedataobjectandmetadataobjectare set to 512B
and 64B in our current implementation. Themeta-
data objecthas only one index, which is to the firstfile-
data object, with the others being linked using the FAT
algorithm.

Finally, the conversion manager supports SCM spe-
cific new interfaces likemm to file() and file to mm().
With these interfaces, object migration from a memory
object to a file object (and vice versa) can be done in-
stantaneously without any actual data copy.

The syntax of these interfaces are listed in Table 1.
The mm to file() interface takes three arguments: a
pointer for a memory object, file name, and flags such
as ORD and OWR. It returns a file descriptor that
can be used by subsequentread() andwrite() function
calls. Thefile to mm()interface takes two arguments: a



Figure 4: SCM evaluation system

file descriptor and flags, and returns a memory pointer.
In this interface, the flag argument is used to indicate
whether the file metadata should be deleted or not. If
so, the metadata for that file is deleted leaving only the
memory pointer as the access means. In this case, to
make this data object completely inaccessible, thefree()
interface should be used to release this memory space.

Figure 3 shows an example of object migration with
the SCM manager. Assume that anmm to file() interface
is invoked with an argument of a memory object whose
size is 2KB as depicted by the ‘1’ in Figure 3. Then,
the conversion manager notifies the request to the meta-
data manager that builds a newmetadataobject, hold-
ing the requested file name and attributes depicted by
the ‘2’ in Figure 3. Finally, it virtually divides the mem-
ory object into fourfiledataobjects (note that the size
of a filedataobjectin this implementation is 512B) and
links them using the FAT algorithm as depicted by ‘3’ in
Figure 3.

5 Experimental Results
We evaluate the performance of the proposed SCM
driver and manager on a real computer system. The eval-
uation board consists of a 400MHz XScale CPU, 64MB
SDRAM, 64MB NAND Flash memory, and peripherals
such as UART, LCD, and Ethernet card. We have also
built a daughter board with 64MB FeRAM that we con-
nect to the main board as shown in Figure 4. On these
hardware components, we port the Linux kernel version
2.6.24 and implement the SCM driver and manager as a
loadable kernel module. Also, for comparison purposes,
we install the traditional FAT, Ext2 file system and the
buddy system on the SCM driver as was presented in
Figure 1. We analyze the performance effects by run-
ning various micro and macro benchmarks on this soft-
ware architecture.

5.1 Micro benchmark performance
In this subsection, we present the results for the micro
benchmarks. Table 2 shows the performance evaluation
results of micro benchmarks related to the memory man-
agers. In this set of experiments, we execute two mem-

Table 2: Results of micro benchmark related to memory
manager(unit:micro second)

Operations
SDRAM + FeRAM +

Linux’ Buddy SCM driver +
SCM manager

malloc 21.62 10.55
store(512B) 7.31 20.16
store(1024B) 14.12 40.71
store(4096B) 56.56 157.58
load(512B) 10.65 27.11
load(1024B) 21.36 53.41
load(4096B) 82.53 211.47

free 9.86 6.36

Table 3: Results of micro benchmarks related to file sys-
tems(unit:microsecond)

Operations

NAND + FeRAM + FeRAM + FeRAM +
NFTL + SCM SCM SCM

FAT driver + driver + driver +
FAT Ext2 SCM manager

creat 1885 200 332 66
open 71 69 21 31

write(512B) 55739 346 218 51
write(1024B) 135024 541 300 105
write(4096B) 305947 1717 701 732
read(512B) 21198 2004 1853 64
read(1024B) 26275 786 643 138
read(4096B) 43995 1515 1151 434

close 6 6 6 5

ory interfaces, namelymallocandfreeand two test func-
tions,loadandstore. The numbers in parenthesis for the
load andstore functions is the load and store size that
we experiment with. Each value reported in the table is
the average number of one hundred executions for each
case.

The table reveals that, for themallocand free cases,
the SCM manager provides slightly better performance
than that of the buddy system on SDRAM. We first ex-
pected that both the SCM manager and the buddy sys-
tem would result in comparable performance since they
operate based on the same buddy algorithm in the cur-
rent implementation. Closer analysis shows that several
kernel threads such aspdflushandksoftirqdthat period-
ically requests SDRAM space from the buddy system,
incur race conditions. Once we eliminate these side ef-
fects, both show comparable performance.

For theload andstoreoperations, the SCM manager
shows 2.5 to 3 times worse performance than the buddy
system. This gap is mainly due to the current state-of-
the-art difference between SDRAM and FeRAM. The
datasheets of these media report that the read/write la-
tency of SDRAM is 35ns for each word while that of
FeRAM is 55ns [2, 8].

Table 3 shows the performance evaluation results of
micro benchmarks related to file systems. In this set of
experiments, we run five file system interfaces, namely
create, open, write, read, andclose. For thewrite and
read interfaces, the numbers in the parenthesis is the
size of the request that is made. Again, we measure the



Table 4: Results of macro benchmarks(unit:second)

Benchmarks

NAND+ FeRAM+ FeRAM+ FeRAM+
NFTL+ SCM SCM SCM

FAT driver+ driver+ driver+
FAT Ext2 SCM manager

MAB 112 6 2 1
Postmark(Sync) 626 8 4 2
Postmark(Async) 5 5 3 2

elapsed time, and the times reported are averages of ten
executions for each case. To minimize the effect of the
buffer cache, we reboot the system after every execution.

The second column of Table 3 shows the results of
the traditional FAT file system on NAND Flash mem-
ory, while the third column shows results on SCM. The
performance differences between the two columns can
mainly be attributed to the access time gaps between
NAND Flash memory and SCM. For nearly all cases,
except foropenandclose, there is an order of magni-
tude improvement. Note that the overhead of thewrite
call on NAND Flash memory increases rapidly as the
write size increases from 512B to 4096B. We conjecture
that the overwrite limitation of NAND Flash memory is
the reason behind this rapid increase in execution time.

The fourth column shows the results of the Ext2 file
system on SCM while the fifth column shows the results
when employing the SCM manager. By comparing the
third, fourth and fifth columns, we find that for most in-
terfaces the SCM manager, again, performs an order of
magnitude better than the FAT and Ext2 file system. Re-
call that in traditional file systems, aside from theclose
call, all other calls require two data copies, that is, one
from storage to buffer and from buffer to user space.
The performance gains shown in the table is obtained by
eliminating the first copy, that is, from storage to buffer.
Note that the result of the read(512B) in FAT and Ext2
file system is unexpectedly larger than other results. We
conjecture that some unexpected behavior of the file sys-
tem at this block size is the cause behind this result, but
the reason is yet unclear.

5.2 Macro benchmark performance

In this subsection, we present the results of two
macro benchmarks, Postmark [21] and Modified An-
drew Benchmark [20]. There are various parameters
that can be set in the Postmark benchmark. For the
two Postmark experiments, we use the default settings
of the benchmark, that is, 500 files, 500 transaction,
and 500B∼10K file size range. The results for these
are reported in the bottom two rows of Table 4. The
Postmark (Async) row are results when writes are set
to asynchronous mode, while Postmark (Sync) is when
they are set to synchronous mode. The results show that
our SCM driver and manager improves performance by
1.5 to 4 times compared to the SCM driver and FAT or

Ext2 combination. Compared to the traditional system,
our SCM driver and manager improves performance by
2.5 times for the asynchronous write case and by two or-
ders of magnitude for the synchronous write case. This
shows that by making use of SCM hardware and our
software architecture, we can obtain performance better
than when using asynchronous writes and yet provide
data reliability of synchronous writes.

The other macro benchmark that we use is the Andrew
benchmark that we modified. The Andrew benchmark is
a benchmark that was created to evaluate the Andrew file
system [20]. It was made to represent an average user
workload and is composed of five stages of execution,
namely, MakeDir, Copy, ScanDir, ReadAll, and Make.
We remove the Make phase of this benchmark for our
experiments as the Make utility is not supported in our
experimental environment.

The results for this benchmark is reported in the row
denoted as MAB in Table 4. We observe that the main
improvement from the second column to the third col-
umn is due to the storage medium, that is, Flash and
SCM. The improvement obtained by the SCM manager
is limited, though, because the benchmark does not in-
clude enough files that the single object view of the SCM
manager can take advantage of.

5.3 Effect of new interface
In this subsection, we present the effectiveness of our
newmm to file andfile to mm interfaces. For this pur-
pose, we choose five applications shown in Table 5 that
reports the average response times of ten runs for each
application.

We obtained the first two applications, the ‘distillery’
and ‘ftpget’ from SourceForge [9]. ‘Distillery’ is a data
compression application and ‘ftpget’ is an application
that downloads files from a server. For ‘distillery’ we
measure the time to compress 5 files, and based on this
report the time to compress 512 bytes. Similarly, for
‘ftpget’ we download the same 5 files used for ‘dis-
tillery’, measure the time, and report the time to down-
load 512 bytes. The sizes of the 5 file are 35761B,
2278B, 1108B, 2598B, and 4797B. The next three ap-
plications are from BusyBox [1]. The ‘insmod’ appli-
cation reads a module file and inserts it into the kernel
via a system call, and ‘copy’ and ‘cat’ are the standard
UNIX applications. The performance of the ‘copy’ and
‘cat’ applications are measured for the same 5 files used
in the other applications.

The numbers reported in the second, third and fourth
columns in Table 5 are for those applications executed
as is, while those in the fifth column are when the ap-
plications are modified to make use of themm to file()
and file to mm() interfaces. Specifically, when an ap-
plication tries to manipulate a memory object and write



Table 5: Results of real applications(unit:millisecond)

Apps
(SDRAM+Linux’ Buddy)+ (SDRAM+Linux’ Buddy)+ (SDRAM+Linux’ Buddy)+ FeRAM+ Code

(NAND+NFTL+ (FeRAM+SCM driver+ (FeRAM+SCM driver+ SCM driver+ changed
FAT) FAT) Ext2) SCM manager (#of lines)

distillery 110.280 10.736 9.886 7.072 5
ftpget 8.945 1.852 1.719 0.175 7

insmod 11.586 9.562 9.892 5.091 38
cp 36.202 1.043 1.021 0.512 13
cat 21.016 20.543 20.577 6.766 12

it into a file or read data from a file and manipulate it
as a memory object, we can utilize themm to file() or
file to mm() interfaces and eliminate data copies. That
is, everyopen()andread()call pairs that accompany an
attempt to read data from a file may be replaced with a
file to mm()call and a reference through a pointer, and
for everyopen()(or creat()) andwrite() call pairs that
accompany an attempt to write to a file may be replaced
with a malloc(), a reference through a pointer, and then,
wrapped up with amm to file() call. The last column of
Table 5 lists the number of lines in the original code that
was modified for the code used in our experiments. Only
a few lines of code need to be changed to make use of
the new interface.

The results repeat the performance gains presented
in the micro benchmarks, though this time, the perfor-
mance gains vary according to what type of work is be-
ing done with how much of data. We see that with new
SCM technology and an efficient SCM manager, consid-
erable performance gains is possible for real applications
as well.

6 Conclusions

Storage-class RAM (SCM) is new memory technology
that, one day not far in the future, may be“capable of
supplanting everything in the memory and storage hier-
archy” [15] as it has characteristics of both random byte
accessibility and non-volatility. Though work on using
SCM as storage or the buffer cache has been considered,
we took a step in a different direction and considered its
use as part of main memory, that is, the address space of
a process.

In this regard, we posed two questions: first,“What
support is needed for SCM to be simultaneously main
memory and secondary storage?”and second,“What
can be gained by doing so?”. To answer the first ques-
tion we proposed a proof-of-concept software architec-
ture for SCM. The key component here was the SCM
manager that provided both the file system and mem-
ory interfaces under a unified view. Furthermore, we
proposed two new interfaces, that is,mm to file() and
file to mm(), that may be used to exploit the duality of
SCM. This architecture and new interfaces allow for
simpler OS design and improved performance, which
answers the second question posed. In terms of perfor-

mance, we conducted an implementation study and re-
sults showed that considerable performance gains were
possible from both the new SCM hardware as well as the
software architecture that we proposed.

SCM is new technology that is just around the cor-
ner; and it comes with wonderful features. Our work
took a step in a direction different from previous work.
There are many other directions that have yet to be ex-
plored. Some that we are currently considering is the use
of SCM for green computing, the appropriate operating
system design for SCM-only systems, and reliability is-
sues in these systems.
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